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ABSTRACT
Data mining refers to the knowledge discovery in data base process (KDD) which is a procedure from which
useful information is drawn and summarized into a specific pattern. In other words it is the process of
extracting and gaining useful knowledge data. “Better sound through research”. The paper centralizes on the
prediction of humanistic behaviour and hence integrates and manipulates various ways that a person can
predict the behaviour. It utilizes decision tree, one of the data mining models to classify the causes. The purpose
of this paper lies in finding out how people predict the behaviour of another person amongst different traits and
hence concluding on to which they give importance. The tool used to analyse the data set is Rapid Miner. This
paper helps on to conclude with what feature a person predicts behaviour and is useful in psychological
concerns.
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INTRODUCTION

Behavior might depend upon any environmental circumstances. A basic knowledge on how to predict
the behavior is sometimes necessary for an individual. For instance, in an interview a person’s
behavior is first observed. Thus behavior determines who we are. There can be various areas in which
this can be observed. On such note, this model constructs the basic bridge for which an individual can
predict behaviour.
Paper focusses on people on to improve the level of prediction on others behavior.
Data mining mines the meaningful information in order to make the data more clear and to derive to
the conclusion. This helps people/students to understand the concept in an efficient way.
There are two basic types called as the predictive and the descriptive task. Predictive task is where the
value of one attribute is determined with the help of the other attribute. Descriptive task is a process of
drawing patterns and relationships amongst the data.
This paper uses classification model which comes under the predictive task. Classification is used to
exactly predict the target class i.e. the resultant. It classifies data based on the data set values.
A decision tree model is a pictorial representation of data that is created based on the training set
values. The nodes represent the attributes, branches representing the conditions that have been
analysed and the leaf representing the result set.
Section I deals with the literature review related to this topic. Section II deals with the system model
is presented referring to the main task of the paper. Section III is the performance analysis and results
which describes the representation and analyzation of the performance using a data mining tool and
how the results are interpreted. Section IV describes the conclusion derived from the interpreted
results. Section V deals with the future work that can be extended further to predict the behavior using
the colour analysis.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Behavioral Data Mining is a research that is emerging to have a better understanding and to determine
from the level of perception of different people. Choosing certain circumstances under which a person
will/can predict the behaviour of another person and mining it using an effective data mining
technique to conclude on which trait a person predicts the same is what will be seen in the further
description.
A source for consumer Behavioral Analysis: This paper by Abhijit Raorane & R.V.Kulkarni,
studied the analysis of the consumer behaviour when purchasing and was mined using effective data
mining techniques that improves the conventional method by identifying the psychological condition
of the purchaser when purchasing.
Behavior-Analytic Research On Dementia In Older Adults: In this paper, Maranda A Trahan,
Alyssa B Fisher, Nicole L Hausman & Sung Woo Kahng segregated the analysis of behaviour based
on Dementia (disorder of mental processes caused by brain) determining it only for adults
specifically.
Use of Applied Behavior Analysis with An Autistic Adolescent: A case study based on the
behavioral analysis and assessing the behaviour of an adolescent male who are diagnosed with autism
(a mental condition in finding difficulty in communicating etc…)
Looking to the Future: Will Behavior Analysis Survive and Prosper?: Alan Poling, studied
current Behavioral analysis is doing well. This research concludes on whether the behavioral analysis
in the future will survive and prosper based on the applied behavioral analysis that improves the
quality of life.

III.

SYSTEM MODEL

Paper concentrates on how a person is being evaluated with his/her behavioral qualities based on
various categories. Mainly evaluates to which category is given the highest priority with the help of
the Rapid Miner tool. There are many ways in analysing one's behaviour. Some of the categories in
which the attributes or the fields are chosen is as follows: appearance, communication, thoughts,
favourite colour, facial expression, habits, moods, reaction/reacting, response and others (if any).
These fields may seem similar but each of them differs in a slight variation as that of the others. A
cognitive process is taken in order to mine the data to deduce the conclusion, which is done using the
tool. In general, behaviour is measured by feelings. Feelings are nothing but, sense that is felt by us
and lasts longer than the emotions. Emotions can otherwise be said as reaction, since emotions are the
expressions or reactions that are expressed out by a person as an outcome of a feeling. Emotions
changes to ideas.
Most of the approaches concentrate on Behavioral analysis - in the fields of determining the behavior
in specific areas such as gender, adults and adolescents amid data mining, but not in predicting how a
behavior can be analyzed. This paper focuses on that idea.
The classification model is used to segregate the target label based on certain conditions. The data
gained is collected from different people. Classification is otherwise coined as supervised learning,
where a new data is classified based on the training data set.
In this attempt, the collected data is organized as a table consisting of rows and columns which holds
the attributes and its corresponding data. The attributes are used in the form of abbreviations and is
listed here:
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Fig: 1: Attributes used

Each attribute was selected based on how people generally analyze behavior. This predictive analysis
is a mere attempt to find a better solution, where people often might go wrong when it comes to this
situation. Each attribute has its own value for studying other’s behavior. Conversations also play a
vital role in this. But conversations are different from communication.
A set of procedure generally termed as algorithm that is used to implement classification technique is
called as classifier. There are two types of variables called the independent and the dependent
variables. The value which can be determined based on the values of other variables is called the
dependent variable. The dependents variables are the predicted values which is the outcome. While an
independent variable is referred to as the explanatory variable.
People’s perspective differs from each other and the level of prediction differs too. This opinion from
different kinds of people helps in determining how many people predict it highly. The target variable
is the label attribute which predicts whether a person’s prediction on behavior is up to the level and to
which kind of attribute high priority is given. The independent variable is a text attribute with values
as ‘high’ or ‘low’.
If the value is high for a specific record, it signifies that their capability of prediction is high and
similarly if the predicted value is low, it signifies that their capability in analyzing behavior is low.
The attributes here are rated on a scale basis and a survey is taken from a large set. While each
attribute is taken on the whole of weight 5, people scale it accordingly from their level of perception.
The total weight is estimated for each record. Also, total weight is calculated for each attribute and
those attributes with the maximum value are taken into consideration. A sub average is then
calculated for those attributes, as in the way of giving priority for those categories where by
specifying some conditions to predict the label attribute as ‘high’ or ‘low’.
A constraint is set where a threshold value is fixed for the model. Those records whose sub average
value is greater than the threshold value signifies that the prediction level is high, thereby concluding
that people focus on those categories in which the weight is above the threshold value.

IV.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
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Table:1

Decision tree:

Table: 2

The decision tree is generated by a data mining tool called Rapid Miner. The tree built is based on the
given data set values and the main attribute is determined as the root of the tree. Depending on the
values, it determines the prediction level based on two categories.
Data set:
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Table: 3

Table: 4

The label attribute is predicted by the tool with the help of the previously given data set.
If the calculated average value is above the threshold value, then the prediction is ‘high’ and if it is
less than the threshold value, the prediction is ‘low’. To be more precise, the predicted value ‘high’
refers to as the people concentrate more on the specified categories and their prediction might not go
wrong as well, while the predicted value ‘low’ denotes that they do not concentrate more on the
specified categories and so their prediction may not be accurate.
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Table: 5

Accuracy of this model was determined to be 100%.

V.

CONCLUSION

Various works have been accomplished related to emotions. The main idea of this paper is to predict
up to what level a person can observe other behavior when categorized under certain circumstances.
The model is an approach that gives a basic idea of how people predict other’s behavior and to which
category does them emphasis more on to predict it. Further approach can be done by analyzing in
depth.

VI.

FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the proposed technique concentrates on the prediction of an individual behavior and the
future work here can be extended in the path of colors, where the behavior can be analyzed with the
choice of a color.
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